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About Me...
Spiritual Healer, Hypnotherapist,
soul awakening Mentor and Author
soul awaken:
My Top Tips for Living without Fear or Limitations

“My mission is to clear the toxic dustbin that is holding people
back from stepping forward into the vibrant, healthy, joyful lives
they deserve.”
– Sandy Hounsell

Touching Thousands of Lives

S

ince 2001, Sandy Hounsell’s intuitive healing gifts
have touched thousands of people around the world
to wake up and shake up their lives for the better
by healing their souls first. People who are lost, depressed,
suicidal, or stuck in the sadness of drama, trauma, and chaos
from troubling events of the past come to Sandy to clear out
the rubbish so they can discover the courage to set aside their
struggles, overcome fear and self-doubt, and move forward to
create happy lives from the inside out forever.
Whether clients work with her one-on-one (by phone, Skype or in
person), participate in her group webinars and workshops, or gain
inspiration from her life-changing presentations and soul nurturing
books, they place themselves firmly back in the driver’s seat to live their
truth and find lasting joy in their lives.
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Guiding People from Victim to Victor
Sandy’s calm, centered, and clear presence is a powerful, force that
guides people from victim to victor in their relationships with issues
around people, money, and meaning. As a result of their soul healing
work with Sandy, clients rediscover unconditional love so they can forgive
others, find compassion, and begin the joyful journey to love their lives,
perhaps for the first time.

Clients Rave:
These are among the comments clients share about Sandy’s
transformational work with them:

•

“The healings really were beyond remarkable.”

•

“Just the shedding of light on my beliefs was amazing.”

•

“Sandy could see the conflict/issues that were
manifesting in my outer life and pain it was causing
and the accompanying belief that was creating it.”

•

“My creativity and world has opened up again and I
feel cleaner and lighter than ever and ready to live the
life of my dreams.”

•

“Sometimes it is hard to realize or even see beliefs
because they feel like they are part of your personality/
identity, when really they are just beliefs, many of them
outmoded, old and inhibiting.  The very notion that these
beliefs were not part of the real ME was so uplifting.”

Sandy’s Journey:
Sandy was born into a family of spiritualists in England and moved to
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Australia 1989 with her husband Barry and son Paul. Her psychic mother
taught her to read tea leaves, flowers, and the crystal ball when she was
quite young. Sandy has been aware of and working with her spirituality
all of her life.
Over the years, she gained a great deal of understanding of the after-life
which was so natural to her family’s way of thinking, though perceived
as unusual by others. Understanding the universal consciousness and
wisdom and using her gifts to effect profound life transformations in the
here and now is her joy and a privilege.

Engage:
To schedule a soul awaken Session with Sandy Hounsell, book her for
media appearances or speaking engagements; get in touch in the manner
that serves you best:

Phone:

07 5574 4256

Email:

sandy@soulawaken.com

Web:

www.soulawaken.com

Join Sandy's Complimentary Monthly Soul Connection webinars
http://soulawaken.com/webinar-registration-form/
Sign up for the monthly soul awaken newsletter
www.soulawaken.com
This ebook also comes with a complimentary healing meditation 'Opening To Love'
which can be downlaoded from Sandy's website: http://soulawaken.com
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Introduction
T

his e-book has been written to help you take that step
to having a loving relationship with your self and
your divine Soul and help you to develop a brand new
attitude to life and become aware of those things that move you
and awaken you and so let all else be.
Our Soul is like a beautiful flower, as the flower grows, it turns toward the
sunlight to breathe in warmth and nurture its growth; and for the rain
to feed its “body”. As the flower grows, it becomes aware of many other
flowers of varying shapes and colours with whom it shares the garden
bed. As this flower gazes upon its fellow plants it notices just how grand
and beautiful they all look and that it is sharing this garden bed with a
wonderful array of blooms. The Soul soon realises that the other flowers
also need the sun and the rain in order to grow and that apart from the
many colours and shapes that the other flowers display, they are all the
same and have the same requirements. It further realises that it not
only feels more beautiful about itself, it also feels good being part of the
“bunch”. Furthermore it notices how well they all look together, how they
support one another through their combined strength and the beauty that
they display to all passers by.
As we evolve and merge with our Soul, the more we come to think and feel
as our Soul. But because we are also having this human experience and
have our own human personality, we can sometimes feel separated from
our self. Thinking that once created a sense of separateness and being
alone is absorbed by our Soul’s wisdom. It is here that new thoughts and
feelings of wholeness and completness come into being and which are
lovingly sustained. As we start to feel more connected to our Soul self, we
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learn to look at our experiences as our Soul views things. We look at life
through the eyes of our Soul and our perspective takes on a much deeper
and expanded understanding.
In the process of experiencing and of realising that we are part of, this
wholeness of our Soul, we can and do sometimes get confused and go
against our better judgement. We don’t listen to our intuition, and that’s
ok too, for whatever we do we are learning, and our Soul is growing
from all of our human interactions and experiences. By looking from the
Soul’s perspective you will gain a different outlook on your life, seeing
everything as an experience from which you can draw the wisdom that
you discover in each experience or situation and more easily let go of the
rest. You will get to move on more quickly finding all issues are resolved
more lovingly for all; and you get to grow in your own innate wisdom.
So be whatever you want to be. Wherever you are is ok. If you want to
change the situation, do so. If you want to grow and experience life as a
spiritual being having a human experience, go for it. The walls of fear and
negativity will just crumble away, like the walls of a house falling down,
and you’ll be standing there with all the tools that you need to rebuild the
house of your life and of your dreams.

In the stillness of your heart, love speaks its ever-unfolding truth to
you. What lies in your heart is the wholeness of the unique being that
is you! Think of yourself as a sparkling iridescent gemstone of the
purest, highest quality and you will be some way to comprehending the
magnificence that you are?
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Acceptance
A

cceptance is one of the first steps in learning the
wonderful art of surrender. It’s about finding the
freedom in surrender. Listening to the inner voice of
our Soul builds trust strengthening the bridge between the
mind and the Soul. As the bridge continues to strengthen and
expand, we, now as one mind, one Soul, build yet another
bridge to the Higher Mind.
This amazingly beautiful expansive process continues harmoniously
as we stay tuned-in listening to our Soul. A bridge of light and of
communication then connects us directly to the Universal Mind of the
Universal Source of all Creation. When we step into acceptance, we create
a space in which our beautiful Soul may enter to voice its wisdom, and so
bring about healing of the situation for all involved.
TIPS:
•

No matter what the situation, ACCEPT it as is. That doesn’t mean lying
down and letting others control or dictate your life, or that you give up
in trying to alter circumstances that are painful for your self or another.

•

ACCEPT your feelings and thoughts whatever they are, and do not
deny them. This enables you to take the first step in breaking the hold
that those thoughts and emotions have over your life. In that precise
moment of ACCEPTANCE you alter the dynamics of the feeling or
situation that is creating pain and weaken its affect.

•
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Sit in quiet each day, and ask to be shown how to be ACCEPTING of what
is, and so cease the struggle and the negative thoughts being projected by
the ego that just keep you imprisoned in the same old place.
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•

If you decide to remain in a relationship that is not fulfilling, do not
resent that person if they do not ‘fit’ what you are looking for. There
is a reason you remain. Instead ACCEPT that person totally for who
they are, so you are then able to step back and detach from ego based
re-actions and thoughts. By ACCEPTING you disengage the energetic
and emotional threads that bind you both in the same situation and
continual re-active behaviours.

•

ACCEPTING others for who they are you both honour your self and the
other person.

•

In ACCEPTANCE you also learn to ACCEPT and honour yourself.

•

Why utter cruel words? Why harbor jealousy? Why get frustrated or
angry? Why do that to yourself? ACCEPT yourself with LOVE.

Acceptance is
not defeat.
Acceptance is
trusting in you,
and gracefully
surrendering the
situation to the
higher power of
Source.
Acceptance =
Freedom.
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Detach and Observe
hen we accept a situation for what it is by acknowledging
our true feelings, in that precise moment of acceptance,
we have detached energetically from the issue and
weakened its hold. We also start to detach from any inherent
emotions that keep us tied to a particular issue and which
disable our ability to find resolution and move on. In the process
of detachment we enable our self to see from our higher sight
where we view from a distance. From this new perspective we
put our self in the seat of the observer and see ways in which
fearful thinking has an opportunity to completely dissolve.

W

Unless we are able to detach, even temporarily, we are not able to
commence the journey of everlasting healing, whereby we release any
hurts and clear karma that has been initiated from our actions or via
the actions of another. Neither can the emotions nor the physical body
release any residual stagnant energy, which can occur as a result of fearful
thinking. It only takes a moment in time for change to occur!
TIPS:
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•

Look at life and your experiences from 180 degrees. Turn things around
so you can see the nugget of wisdom being presented to you in each and
every experience. Your mind will become less insular and less fearful.

•

Instead of seeing something as a negative, look for the wisdom
being presented to you and so DETACH from creating a more
unloving outcome.

•

HONOUR your Soul and all others by honouring in the choices that
others make.
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•

Spend time and opportunities to manifest your ideal world letting the
old path dissolve before your very eyes.

•

Don’t struggle for answers. DETACH from ‘what-if’s,’ and instead listen
to your Soul’s wisdom and ask for insight. Think of an umbilical chord
connecting your heart to the Universal Heart and ask that pure love
flow unceasingly to you whereby you may feel it and come to know its
sublime peace.

•

Look at your life in all its aspects without judgment, and ask to see
YOUR truth in what is occurring and so DETACH from external noise.

•

Cease using the word ‘need’. Need implies condition, and therefore you
are placing restrictions on your ability to receive from the Universe;
”I need this because” becomes conditional. The love of Source is
unconditional. Instead let the Universe know what it is that you desire.
It is your birthright to deserve a most joyful, abundant and fulfilling life.

•

No more externalising. View each situation that you encounter as an
avenue for learning and therefore become less fearful of the outcome of
that situation.

•

Do not waste your time or energy in dreaming up countless potential
outcomes that may never transpire.

•

Remain focused on your desired outcomes and jump into the world that
you are manifesting. Enjoy it; play in it whenever a doubt arises. After
awhile the ego will give up trying to distract your attention.

Become
centered in
YOU and leave
the external
distractions
behind.
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Know your Feelings
U

nderstanding how we think is a wonderful step to self
discovery and “waking up” from unconscious thinking,
where the subconscious mind gets to dictate how we
react to life’s ups and downs. It is equally important, if not
more so to understand our feelings and emotions as they often
have us reacting before we even get time to think. Emotions
can be crippling and stop us from rewarding our selves with
opportunities that are continually presented by the Universe.
Often we do not even see these opportunities as our minds are
blinded by constant fear based thoughts and emotions.
When we understand how we feel in any given situation, or about
another person, along with the particular thoughts that give rise to
these emotions, we start to build an internal bridge, or a road-map, that
presents further opportunity to clear the clutter from our overloaded
minds. “When we have clarity, we create a path for freedom”.
TIPS:
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•

If you feel that your life is going out of control. Stop! Draw the curtains
to your scattered mind and melt into the essence of your Soul.

•

Do not listen to the outside world, instead listen to your true feelings by
going beyond the chatter and confusion, wherein lies love that wraps
itself around you creating inner quiet, calm and loving direction.

•

Connect with your true feelings when in any doubt and surrender to
your inner TRUTH.

•

Relinquish any issue to Source and let go of conflicting FEELINGS.
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•

If you continually ignore your true FEELINGS your life will just go
around and around in circles until you STOP, LOOK and LISTEN.

•

Remain calm within your true FEELINGS and cease looking outside of
your self and move toward self-integration. You will become less willing
to compromise your true feelings and beliefs.

•

Focus your mind on the thought of “ONE” and you will FEEL calm and
inner strength returning. Close your eyes and FEEL the envelope of love
surround you and caress you ever so gently. Allow your self to FEEL it.
Don’t be afraid.

•

Do not waste your precious time on arguments or struggle. If you want
to get your view across, if you want to be heard, play the scene over in
your mind beforehand and ask the Creator to help you bring a win-win
for all involved. Ask that in the moment of conversation that you speak
from your heart and express your true FEELINGS.

•

Own how you feel and take loving action to change what your Soul
and your heart is guiding you to do. Your Soul communicates via your
feelings in your heart.

•

TRUST your feelings. Our Soul communicates to our human mind
via our feelings. Trust your feelings, CONNECT to your Soul, OPEN
to your Higher Mind and the Universal Mind and become still in the
heart of ONE.

The key to
transcend
the fear and
illusions by
which you live
your life is to
accept your true
Self and allow
your Soul to
manifest itself
in your every
thought, feeling
and action
and so merge
your mind
with that of
the Universal
Mind of One.
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Observe
O

bserve life through your Soul’s eyes and see yourself,
as our Creator Source see’s us. That is, as beautiful
Souls growing ever and ever closer to the true light
of understanding and expression of the love that we are. This
enables us to cease reacting to life and instead see the bigger
picture at play.
As we begin to marvel at what is occurring and observe each other as
Souls all having our own individual journey, judgement ceases and we
become lovingly supportive of one another; just as the Creator supports
each one of us.
TIPS:
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•

Sit back, OBSERVE your inner thoughts and do not get caught up in the
emotions where you can often drown.

•

Whatever you create in your world, look for the inner wisdom, the
golden nugget that your Soul is guiding you to see. That nugget
of wisdom is there for you to ponder over, from which you grow
even stronger.

•

In every situation see a positive outcome for all involved, so everyone is
a winner. OBSERVE the marvel that unravels before your very eyes.

•

OBSERVE your thoughts, actions and behaviours, ACCEPT them
without judgement and take action to change so you grow in self-love.

•

Do not become distracted by external occurrences or be swayed by
the thinking or actions of others. OBSERVE instead and look for the
wisdom that you are learning.
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•

Be determined that you will not get caught up in the mundane that can
take your thoughts elsewhere and where you lose your ability to remain
OBSERVANT.

•

See everything in your life as an experience, not as obstacles or
challenges, and change what requires changing in order that your life
flows more easily and in your desired direction.

•

OBSERVE and ask, “What is the gift, the nugget of wisdom in this
situation or in this relationship. How can I utilise what I am learning
that will be of benefit and be loving for all involved”

•

Become aware of your thoughts, your actions and reactions to life and
people in your life.

•

Cease the ‘what if’s’ ~~ Thinking ‘what if’ only binds you in even tighter
and will keep you going around in circles, tying you down. It’s not as
scary as you think when we follow what our Soul is guiding us to do. So
just do it and see that once you commence this process of taking action,
it gets easier. It turns into a wonderful new habit, laying the foundation
for an amazing new way of thinking, and a new you!

Be open
to multiple
doorways and
opportunities
that will bring
your loving
ideal world
into fruition.

Join Sandy's Complimentary Monthly Soul Connection webinars
http://soulawaken.com/webinar-registration-form/
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Develop a Loving Mindset

T

houghts are real. They are energy. As a thought pops
into our minds, so we give them life in that moment
they are created. Focusing our attention on our
thoughts, therefore, enhances that life which can be creative
or destructive. Where thoughts are allowed to develop a life of
their own we lose control and our thoughts can go on to create
disharmony. Positive thoughts help us feel better, lighter, and
more hopeful. Negative thoughts have the opposite effect. They
create pain, misery and stress resulting in a build up of toxins
within our body, which then has to work harder in trying to
cope with the effect of the toxicity and dis-ease we have created.
Our cells expend enormous amounts of energy trying to dispel
the effect upon our overall health and well-being.
As you focus your mind on loving thoughts, you will find it easier and
easier to do so. After awhile you will also notice a more quieter and
receptive mind opening to your inner guidance. Your thoughts will
begin to focus on acts of LOVE where you look for, and create, a loving
win-win outcome for all involved in any situation, or in any endeavour
that you undertake.
TIPS:
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•

If you just keep thinking about what you want, then you just keep
thinking about it.

•

If we choose to THINK and act in a creative, positive way, looking for
the optimum outcome that we desire, a loving outcome will transpire.
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•

Think about what you say and ask yourself. “Do I think before I respond
or before I act?”

•

Don’t think of anything negative for 3 days. Keep a note of any negative
thought that is trying to control your mind. By developing awareness
you catch them before they take hold.

•

When a negative thought arises, grab it and dissolve it in purple light.
Replace that thought with an opposite beautiful thought by saying
something that is totally loving instead. Then make a note of how
that makes you feel. Sit back and notice the subtle changes that start
occurring in your life.

•

Never utter a cruel word that may harm another, or which may cause
that person to venture down a wrong turn along their life’s pathway.

•

Breathe love into your every word and action and so irradiate your
world with the presence of Source and so achieve loving outcomes
for all involved.

•

When asking for guidance and for a situation to change, ask that the
changes be for the betterment of all involved. For whatever we do
affects another, as we are all one and the same. Nothing that we do is in

You are love.
You are
always loved.
You are YOU,
How much
more beautiful
can that be?

isolation of any other person. There is always an effect, on some level,
resulting from both our thoughts and our actions.
•

Let go of the past. It is finished and no longer exists and if you are
holding on, ask yourself, “What do I gain from this action? Why do I not
let go? Do I regret, have remorse or am I resentful?”
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•

Stop putting yourself down. Ask yourself, “Do I constantly blame myself
or others, or judge myself and others?

Answering yes to any of these questions, means that there is some spring
cleaning of the mind and emotions required.
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Trust

B

e open to multiple doorways and opportunities that
will bring your loving ideal world into fruition.
Through TRUST you can surrender to the knowing of
that all that you ask for you will receive. So ask in LOVE and
receive a LOVING outcome. Open your arms and let them be
filled with all that you desire.
TIPS:
•

Don’t try and convince yourself about any situation. Listen to what your
Soul is guiding you to do. The more you open to your heart the more
easy it is for your Soul to communicate your inner core feelings, which
will bring you closer and closer to your true identity.

•

Before you invest yourself in any major decision, ask your Soul for
guidance. Then you’ll know what to do and how to go about it, which
will bring about growth for both your Soul and YOU.

•

If your life is not working, STOP! Think about it. Think about what you
really, truly, want. Write it down. Present it to the Universal Source.
Then let it come to you. Hold out your arms to receive and grow your
dreams and wishes into positive, tangible outcomes.

•

Be still when situations present themselves to you and see where the
joy and wisdom lies within. Then focus upon that. In this way you are
helping the Soul to grow closer and closer to you, whereby you, your
human mind, and your Soul merge as one.

© soul awaken and Sandy Hounsell. All Rights Reserved. For more information visit: soulawaken.com
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Think of
your life as
an evolving
journey where
you have
opportunity
to see life as
a series of
experiences
that you are
creating; and
from which
you can evolve
and grow
exponentially
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•

100% believe, decide and choose whatever you desire, then let it go from
your mind and hand it over to Source. Let it be, and therefore let it IN!

•

Trust and do not resist. When you resist you create discord which can
result in ill health and what you truly desire slips from your grasp.

•

Stand STILL, LISTEN and RECEIVE.

•

Do not be afraid to venture in and touch the essence that is YOU. You
are a most divine, gracious wonder that deserves love, fulfillment, joy
and bliss. Look at life with joy and an open heart, living your truth,
trusting and removing pain out of your life. SEE it, BELIEVE it,
and CREATE it.

•

Let go and allow the very thing you desire most to be offered to you
unconditionally by Source. The key is to TRUST, sit back, take yourself
out of the loop so that you are presented with the gifts that you so
lovingly deserve.

•

When we are guided to assist another with advice that we know is coming
from our beloved Source, allow it to be expressed as given. Let the idea
be given as presented by Source. Do not embellish the guidance with
thoughts from your mind. Let the gift remain as is and be given as is.

•

Get yourself out of the way. Hand the reins to Source and TRUST in the
marvel that will unravel before your eyes. When we get our human self
out of the way and allow mergence of our mind with that of our Soul and
Source - MAGIC happens.

•

Allow others to be their self and by so doing, allow your self to be.
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Crystal Clear Intentions

B

eing focused on your intentions assists you in
staying strong. You are less distracted and find
that you no longer want to let your mind wander
off where your thoughts and intentions get lost. When
your mind wanders your intentions lose their energy and
momentum, dwindling away to be forgotten and becoming
a thing of the past. When this happens, they are then no
longer present, or holding any presence.
By being crisp and clear in all of your intentions brings your vision into
sight more easily where you can SEE it, BELIEVE it and then CREATE it.
Your mind being clearer, means less confusion, resulting in your ability
to being far more focused on your intended direction. Your thoughts no
longer get stuck in the past or in the minds and actions of others. You
remain steadfast and intent on where you are going.
Clearer mind = clearer communication = improved relationship with
yourself and hence others.
TIPS:
•

Stay focused on what you desire. Don’t just think about it. Write it down
and bring your desires into your physical reality. Present them to the
Universe to provide.

•

When in any doubt do not ask or manifest from a place of confusion.
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•

Ensure your intentions toward all others are also crystal clear
on every level (communication, feelings, thoughts); so as to
maintain integrity, honour and respect for your self as well as for
everyone else.

•

In order that the Universe can respond to your desire be clear
on how you want your life to be. The Universe is awash with
abundance ready to provide for all of your needs. Alas so many
people do not ask.

•

If life seems to be in a muddle right now, take some time out and
think about what it is that you really want. If you are unsure as to
what that is, listen to your Soul and ask. When your heart starts to
sing, then you will know.

•

When putting in a request, ask from your heart for what you truly
desire. Resist asking from neediness. Instead say “I desire (xx). This
is what I ask for”. Then open your arms wide and see it falling gently
into your outstretched hands, and give thanks for what you receive.
See that you have it already. When we ask, we truly do receive.

•

Fire up your dreams. Don’t be content to settle for less
than you desire.
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•

See yourself in the life that you dream. Revel in your aspirations.
Turn up the volume. Brighten up the colours. Make it real. Feel,
touch, taste and experience that which you desire and so manifest
your dreams into your reality. Commence with small steps if
necessary as you gain trust in your actions and in yourself.

•

Visualise any blocks lifting, the doors opening, and finding your way
out of any situation.

•

Ensure your intentions build a solid foundation upon which you can
walk in love.

Do not focus
on what you
perceive as
delays in the
manifestation
of your desires.
If you lock
your mind
onto what
you want and
perceive that it
isn’t happening,
you will stop
it from coming
to you.
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Compassion
C

ompassion is not just being nice or thinking nice
thoughts about someone. Compassion is a totally
different value. Compassion is allowing others to be
exactly who they choose to be without judgement and filling
your every thought and inter-actions with others with love.
Compassion is looking without judgement, blame or criticism
and only through love.
When we create from Compassion it will always have a healing effect on
another as well upon our self. Being compassionate is a beautiful feeling
which frees all involved no matter what the circumstance. It enables the
door to our hearts and Souls to open our minds, which are then flooded
with the LOVE of the Universal Source. It inhibits the building of any
karmic links. Compassion by way of demonstration enables others to
recognise their own truth.
TIPS:
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•

Sow Seeds of LOVE in the gaps that you leave behind when moving on
from a situation, or cutting ties in a relationship with family, friends, or
partners. As you disengage, place loving thoughts in those gaps, even
if the relationship was not a happy one. Instead of seeing negativity or
pain see beautiful streams of rose filled threads of energy flowing from
your heart to theirs. Ask the Universal Source to teach you to detach in
COMPASSION and LOVE and so benefit all involved. Note the wisdom
that was offered to you from that particular situation.

•

Look beyond what is immediately in front of you and look into the
hearts of others and go behind the mask. Let love melt your fears
and reactions.
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•

Water seeds of LOVE that you have planted by sending loving thoughts
each day to those from whom you have moved on, until you feel that you
have finally let go of the past. Seeds of LOVE are taken up by the other
person’s Soul to assist in awakening their true divine nature where they
too can be self-loving.

•

Let go of any perceived outcomes and let COMPASSION establish itself
in your thoughts and actions instead.

•

Let of go of demands, control or any other negative behaviour.

•

HONOUR your self and others and allow them to be whom they choose
to be and step back from judgment and blame.

•

When the action of another is hurtful, use COMPASSION as a way of
resolving conflict, both internally and externally.

•

Be open to receive by saying, “ I am always open to receive divine love
and inspiration from Source of all that is. As my heart is warmed and
nurtured by the generosity, caring and benevolence given to me freely
without condition, I grow in compassion, strength and wisdom forever
willing to share with another”.

•

Think before you speak lest you say something that is not founded in
LOVE and COMPASSION. Lest your words undo, rather than build a
bridge founded on love.

•

Lead by example ~ the example of UNCONDITIONAL love of yourself

Having a
compassionate
mindset is
having presence
of your true
identity and
that you come
from Love!
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When you are unsure of what action to take sit quietly and ask, “Source,
what would you do in this situation?” Wait for the answer to come. It will.
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Self Love

T

he relationship that you have with yourself is the
most important relationship of all. Your Soul, the
innermost core of your whole being, is waiting
to show you the wondrous beauty of your true UNIQUE
identity. So go on, take a peek and look for the goodness and
unconditional love that is there within you. It is within each
and everyone. Your Soul is there holding your hand as you
wander in. It guides and encourages you to uncover the jewel
that is YOU. Polish it up and let it sparkle.
It is not a selfish act to focus our attention on our selves. As we grow
in love for our self, so we enter into that inner core of our being that
is only filled with love. It’s from here, we then only act out of love and
compassion. You see our true self is totally unconditional in its love for
our self and all others. As we enter so we take our self into that place of
divine LOVE, where LOVE guides all of our actions and thoughts and we
come to know our self as LOVE.
TIPS:
•

Walk hand in hand with your Soul in true partnership, so you will never
again feel that you are walking alone.

•

Create a partnership between your human mind and your Soul mind.

•

Accept yourself for who you are.
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•

If you are in pain, feeling lost, feeling sad and life is not working in any
area, sit quietly, go within and connect to your Soul. See yourself as a
scattered jigsaw puzzle. Ask your Soul to show you what’s sitting in the
gaps between each piece that is preventing you from being whole and
complete. Make a plan to fix what is broken and seek help on the deeply
imbedded issues and fears.

•

Treat yourself kindly even if you are in a situation where you may feel as
if you have made a mistake. Instead ask yourself what it is that you are
learning from your current experience. Then take that wisdom and use
it for your future endeavours and spiritual growth.

•

Make one decision today on something that you really want to do and then
do it. Don’t be afraid of the “what if”, as maybe that’s just what you always
do. It’s only the ego keeping you away from what you truly deserve.

•

Ask your Soul to teach you how to see yourself as Source sees you.

•

Ask your Soul to teach you how to love yourself as Source loves you.

•

Forgive yourself.

•

Be kind to your self and do not sabotage your growth and ability to be all
that you can be.

•

Love Yourself Like No Other! There is no one as unique as you are!

•

Begin a relationship with yourself and don’t get frustrated if things
in life do not appear to be moving quickly enough. Look at what is
happening. Observe and see that you have slowed it down for a reason.
Maybe a part of you has yet to catch up.
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•

Notice how children play and create a world from seemingly nothing
just through the power of their imagination. They are a beautiful
reminder of how we can be. Just because we are adults does not mean
that we cannot allow the child within to play.

•

See everyone as an extension of yourself, that is, another wonderful
Soul having a human experience. They too may be finding life hard and
struggling with their thoughts and emotions and the ongoing turmoil in
the world, which can affect us both energetically and subconsciously.

•

Be loving in all of your relationships, especially with your self.

It is easier to
listen to the
support offered
from your
beautiful Soul
when you ask
with LOVE.

Sign up for the monthly soul awaken newsletter: www.soulawaken.com
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Live in your truth

E

mbodying your TRUTH is totally empowering and
liberating. When TRUTH is spoken from your heart
and not embellished by your ego, it always has a
healing effect, and can awaken many minds to their own
unique wondrous self.
TIPS:
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•

In every situation, in every experience look for the opportunity to come
to know yourself more and build a stronger bridge with your Soul. Until
we cease feeling separate within our self, we won’t see each other as
equals and accept that we are all one.

•

Exercise choice that comes from your heart so that you come to know
your true self and understand the REAL you. It can be quite a mindblowing experience when you realise just how MAGNIFICENT you are.

•

Do not look for imperfections either consciously or subconsciously.
Know that you are, and have always been, perfect in the eyes of Source.

•

Acknowledge your TRUTH and let it become a new way of self-love and
self-acceptance.

•

No matter what subject or technique that you are learning, ask to
KNOW yourself each step of the way.

•

Every time you read a book, ask that it teach you to turn the pages that
UNCOVER the TRUE you.

•

With each word that you write, ask that the words become an
EXTENSION of you.
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•

Each picture that you take, or create, ask that it REFLECT an image of
you.

•

When something emerges that you thought that you had healed or
had overcome do not let the ego have you getting frustrated or angry
or disappointed. Just know that a trigger has been pushed to highlight
to your conscious awareness that something still needs a little more
thought and healing. See it as a gift that assists you to go deeper and
totally pull out that weed along with its roots. Give thanks to your Soul
and the Universe and become even closer to your TRUE self.

•

Let go of “Should, Must, Can’t, Have to, Need’ and replace with ‘I
choose...”

•

Always remember you are a divine powerful being of LOVE, capable of
what ever you desire to be, or achieve. Aim HIGH.

•

CELEBRATE your TRUTH and focus with intent to create a life from
loving thoughts and actions and not from fear.

•

Embrace your life and all that you are teaching yourself to learn, by
seeing only the TRUTH in your experiences and so provide room in
which the Soul can connect with your human mind. You then begin the

We are
presented
with many
opportunities in
which we can
co-create an
opening through
which others
may also come
to know their
wondrous self
and their Soul.

journey to know the TRUE you. And what a journey that is!
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•

See yourself as a note within a musical stave. The horizontal lines
represent levels of consciousness, of awareness. Our minds sit across all of
these lines, and so our thoughts can range from the highest to the lowest
vibrations of thinking. It’s our choice as to where we place our thoughts
and so reside our mind within the overall consciousness of Creation. You
can see that you can be wherever you want to be and play whatever tune
you wish to play. In other words, you can be whoever you choose to be.

•

Do not be fearful of waking up and seeing through the illusion that
your subconscious thinking and your beliefs are creating. As your world
comes into view ask that you step out of, and DETACH with GRACE
and COMPASSION from habits, relationships and actions that are not
fulfilling or enabling you to have a relationship with your TRUE self.

Engage Sandy:
To schedule a soul awaken session with Sandy Hounsell, book her for
media appearances or speaking engagements; get in touch in the manner
that serves you best:
Phone:

07 5574 4256

Email:

sandy@soulawaken.com

Web:

www.soulawaken.com

Connect with me:
Read More on the Blog:
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